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Abstract

This paper presents the results of a study of the micro-, small and medium enterprise (MSME) sector in Tajikistan, with a focus on its role in the economic growth of the country. Tajikistan has experienced a significant improvement in economic performance during the last decade. This growth is evident in sectors in which MSMEs operate, suggesting the need to better understand the sector and its role in national economic growth. The paper describes the results of a survey of 325 randomly selected, cluster-based enterprises in three key economic sectors in urban and rural areas across Tajikistan: retail trade and services, transportation and agriculture. The dataset provides detailed information on the personal characteristics of entrepreneurs, as well as specific factors influencing the growth of MSMEs, including labour, capital, information and barriers to growth. Analysis of the determinants of making investments, as well as the success of investment decisions of urban entrepreneurs, provides insight into the necessity of developing education opportunities on business and financial planning for MSME owners. Conclusions are presented to help guide policy and programmes that impact the MSME sector and the broader environment in which it functions.
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1. **Introduction**

This paper presents the results of a study of the micro-, small and medium enterprise (MSME) sector in Tajikistan, with a focus on its role in the economic growth of the country. Tajikistan has experienced a significant improvement in economic performance during the last decade, with gross national income (GNI) per capita increasing in real terms by 45 percent between 2000 and 2012. The role of the MSME sector, and particularly micro businesses, in the current stage of Tajikistan’s development is important and inadequately investigated. MSMEs could prove critical to national economic growth due to their potential to absorb unemployment, their ability to foster mobility in a complicated business environment, and their potential to increase sustainability and competitiveness of the economy in regional and global contexts.

Within the national context, recent policy changes by the Government of Tajikistan could positively affect the MSME sector, including:

- Agricultural reform;
- Tariff reorganisation, due to the accession of Tajikistan to the World Trade Organisation; and
- Tax reform.

This study provides an assessment of the MSME sector and its impact on the economic development of Tajikistan, as well as an analysis of the main drivers of, and barriers to, the sector’s development. Chapter 2 analyses the role of key drivers of economic growth within the sector, including an overview of the characteristics of MSMEs, key growth sectors and a detailed description of sub-sectoral development. Chapters 3 and 4 describe a field survey of MSMEs in selected sub-sectors and clustered areas across the country and provide an analysis of survey responses on growth factors. Methodology and sample selection are described in Chapter 3, while Chapter 4 presents the profile of surveyed micro-entrepreneurs and growth factors of micro-businesses. Chapter 5 presents the results of the empirical analysis of responses on investments in business in relation to behavioural characteristics of entrepreneurs. These findings could help guide efforts to alleviate constraints to business growth. Chapter 6 presents conclusions, with a focus on policy gaps.

2. **Mapping the Contribution of MSMEs to the Economy of Tajikistan**

This chapter describes the main trends of economic development in Tajikistan as they relate to the MSME sector. Defining features of MSMEs are presented in section 2.1. Section 2.2. describes the connection between economic growth and the development of driver sectors. Finally, section 2.3. highlights the links between selected sectors and MSME development.

---

2.1. MSME Profile in Tajikistan

All business activity in Tajikistan requires legal registration. According to Tajik law, small entrepreneurs are defined as:

- Private entrepreneurs or companies with limited (less than 25 percent) state ownership;
- Having limited turnover (not more than four times their threshold under the Tax Code);
- Employing less than 30 persons in non-agricultural sectors and up to 50 persons in agricultural sectors; and
- Not involved in the production of excise tax products, aluminum production, mining, banking and insurance, investment and the stock exchange.

In 2005, the total number of registered businesses in Tajikistan was around 45,000, which increased to 63,000 by 2008. In 2009, the number fell to a third of that, due to declining business prospects caused by the food and financial crises. In 2010, the sector began to grow again, at a slower pace.

Registered businesses primarily include private and collective enterprises, with a small share of state enterprises. In 2012, 206,300 business units were registered in Tajikistan. Of these, the majority (177,000) were individual entrepreneurs, 29,000 were legal business entities (companies) and 321 were foreign companies or their branches.3

The regional distribution of registered business entities varies according to location. In 2012, the majority of businesses were registered in the capital city, Dushanbe (24 percent) and in the surrounding Region of Republican Subordination (24 percent). Almost a third of registered businesses were registered in Khatlon Province (30 percent) and a quarter in Sughd Province (24 percent). Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Province had the least share of registered businesses (4 percent) due to its low population share and economic potential.

Individual businesses in Tajikistan operate within a less formal institutional framework, without the many formal obligations of state bodies. Registration and reporting systems for these entities are relatively simple. Official data found 200,000 such businesses in 2012, run by individual entrepreneurs under the following categories: certificate, patent and private or dekhan farm.4

Up to 100,700 self-employed micro-businesses work by the patent system, 40,700 small businesses prefer certificates5 and 58,300 operate in the agricultural sector6 as dekhan farms.7 The largest number of dekhan farms are in Khatlon Province. Sughd Province exceeds other areas in the number of patent individual enterprises, and Dushanbe leads in

---

4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
7 There are statistical inconsistencies in data on the agricultural sector in the different reports. This paper includes the most recent data.
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certificates (see Figure 1). Women are not represented equally in small businesses. Only about 14 percent of both certificate enterprises and dekhan farms, and 16 percent of patents, were registered by women.\(^8\)

**Figure 1. Distribution of Types of Individual Enterprises by Region in Tajikistan, 2011 (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Patent</th>
<th>Dehkan farm</th>
<th>Certificate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gorno-Badakhshan</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatlon</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sughd</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dushanbe</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Province</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Statistical Agency of the Republic of Tajikistan (SART), Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of Tajikistan 2012 (SART, 2012)*

The number of MSMEs functioning as registered companies doubled from 1,700 in 2005 to 3,400 in 2011. These companies employed an average of 17,000 to 20,000 workers. Employment in this sector increased to 20,900 workers in 2009 and then slightly declined. Turnover of MSMEs per business increased to $200,000 in 2008, but dropped dramatically in 2009 to $125,000. Since 2010, turnover has gradually increased (see Figure 2).

**Figure 2. Small Enterprise Indicator Dynamics, 2005-2011**

*SME, thousands of units  \(\text{SME Labour, thous. pers.} \quad \text{Turnover per Unit, thous. USD}

*Source: SART, Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of Tajikistan (SART, 2012).*

---

The Tajik economy, including the MSME sector, was affected by the financial and food crises of 2008 and 2009. Analysis of data from official sources indicates that the number of enterprises and the economic performance of MSMEs are stagnating, except in the rural sector. The number of dekhan farms is increasing as a result of ongoing agricultural reform.

A significant proportion of Tajik small businesses are classified as patents and certificates and estimating their economic performance using official statistics can be complicated due to absence of detailed reporting system.

2.2. The Role of MSMEs in the Growth of the Economy

The economy of Tajikistan has experienced significant growth since 2000. The growth rate of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in nominal terms averaged 8.3 percent from 2000 to 2012, with a deviation of only 3.6 percent growth rate in 2009, due to the food and financial crises. This rapid increase in the national economy led to a 3.5 increase in nominal GDP per capita from 2002 to 2009, while in real terms, GDP increased by 2.5 times in the observed period (see Figure 3).

This impressive economic growth can be explained by the rapid expansion of key economic sectors: the domestic trade sector (including retail trade, canteen services and storage facilities), construction, transportation and communications (Figure 4). The share of the trade sector in GDP almost doubled from 11 percent in 2002 to 21 percent in 2009. The physical volume of value added in this sector grew by 78.8 percent from 2005 to 2009. In 2013.
comparison, agriculture showed 35.6 percent growth of the same indicator, and industry declined by 13.8 percent.¹¹

The construction sector showed similar rapid growth. Its share in the economy increased from two percent in 2002 to ten percent in 2009. Physical volume of the value added of the construction sector increased by 41 percent from 2005 to 2009. In 2009, the sector showed a decrease of 15 percent, compared to 2008.¹²

The transportation and communications sectors increased their share in GDP from 6 to 11 percent. The physical volume of value added of transportation grew by 80.7 percent from 2005 to 2009. In the same period, communications demonstrated tremendous growth, increasing 6.7 times and adding value at an average annual rate of 48 percent.¹³

Trade, construction, transportation and communications increased their total share in GDP from 19 percent in 2002 to 42 percent in 2009. From 2005 to 2009, their total share in constant prices in national currency quadrupled, compared to other sectors, which increased by 2.3 times. GDP increased by 2.8 times in the same period.¹⁴

Figure 4. Dynamics of GDP Structure in Tajikistan, 2002-2009 (%)

Source: SART, National Accounts of the Republic of Tajikistan (SART, 2010).

The increasing rate of economic activity within these sectors was the main driver of economic growth in Tajikistan from 2002 to 2009. However, with regard to MSMEs and their role in economic growth, the domestic trade, transportation and agriculture sectors are more relevant than the construction and communications sectors. The construction boom is most likely based on state investments, and both construction and communications require large investments unavailable to the majority of MSMEs.

¹¹ Ibid, 38, 43.
¹² Ibid.
¹³ Ibid.
¹⁴ Ibid, 41.
2.3. MSME Drivers of the Economy

2.3.1. Agriculture

Agriculture is one of the most important economic sectors in Tajikistan, due to the high concentration of the population in rural areas. The sector is one of the most complicated sectors to analyse, due to protracted land reform, institutional and market distortion caused by state control of the main export cotton, and weak transformational processes complicated by inadequate financial and technological resources. The current status of agricultural reform is complicated by the unfinished process of land reorganisation. Nevertheless, distribution of land from collective to dekhan farms increased during the last five years.

The sector’s share in GDP decreased slightly from 22 percent in 2002 to 19 percent in 2009, but in real terms, its growth was significant. Agriculture increased in volume of the value added in constant prices by 3.8 times from 2005 to 2009. This occurred despite low levels of mechanisation, problems with technological inputs and irrigation, ongoing reform of the sector and strong outflows of labour from rural areas to jobs abroad. During the last five years, production within the sector increased by 53 percent, mainly due to growth in crop production (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Dynamics of Agricultural Production by Sector in Constant 2012 Prices, 2007-2012

A significant portion of agricultural production is not controlled by the state, which makes the sector amenable to MSMEs. Micro-scale family production on household land plots (kitchen gardens) and livestock production are responsible for most agricultural produc-

---

15 Cotton production is not an MSME activity and is not considered in this paper.
18 Volumes of trade were recalculated by average exchange rates for each year separately. This is also true of further production or turnover data provided in US dollars in the chapter.
tion in the country, despite gradual decreases due to the growth of dekhan farms during the last five years (see Figure 6).

Between 2007 and 2012, the share of rural households involved in the production of livestock products remained high at between 93 and 94 percent. Rural households also produced a significant share of crop production; between 56 and 58 percent in the same period. The share of rural households declined in the observed period in favour of dekhan farms due to land reform. Land redistributed to dekhan farms increased their share in cultivated lands to 59 percent, while the share of household plots was stable at 22 to 23 percent in 2007-2012. The share of collective farms gradually decreased, from 24 to 17 percent in the same period.

![Figure 6. Share of Agricultural Production by Farm Type, 2007 and 2012 (%)](image)

In 2012, rural households produced 39 percent of all grain, 54 percent of potatoes, 61 percent of vegetables, 65 percent of fruit and 62 percent of grapes in Tajikistan. The share of rural households in meat and milk production exceeded 90 percent, and for wool and egg production was at 82 and 36 percent respectively. Household production is usually labour-intensive. Without access to technological inputs, such as improved seeds, fertilisers and machinery, intensive use of labour has proven central to increasing rural productivity in Tajikistan.

Access to land is not consistent across the country due its natural topography and population distribution. Larger plots for kitchen gardens are mostly available in Khatlon Province and the Region of Republican Subordination. The sizes of plots in Sughd and Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous provinces are smaller due to high population density in Sughd and lack of available land in Gorno-Badakhshan (see Figure 7). Since 2007, in Khatlon Province and the Region of Republican Subordination, the size of plots has decreased slightly. In Sughd Province, it has stabilised and in Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Province, it has slowly increased.

Notably, 800,000 rural households in Tajikistan are the main source of agricultural production in the country. Some argue that this small-scale activity is simply oriented towards rural subsistence and cannot significantly impact national economic development. However, further examination of agricultural exports other than cotton, such as onions and dried fruit, provides contrary evidence on the impact of rural households on export and business development in Tajikistan.

---

20 Ibid, 27.
21 Ibid, 36-39.
22 Ibid, 52-53.
From 2008 to 2012, 96 percent of all Tajik onion exports were to Russia and Kazakhstan, with physical volumes ranging from 55,000 to 130,000 tons. Since 2010, a decrease in exports to Russia saw simultaneous growth in exports to Kazakhstan; most likely due to Kazakhstan joining the Customs Union 23 (see Figure 8). According to official customs data, the overall share of onion exports was not significant, ranging from just 0.5 to one percent of total exports. In 2010, onion exports peaked at $15 million, but typically, between 2008 and 2012, they generated between $7 and 8 million dollars annually (see Figure 8).

A different picture emerges if mirror data is used. Using the COMTRADE data set of cost and weight data, disaggregated by the four-digit Harmonized System, onion imports from Tajikistan by Russia and Kazakhstan from 2008 to 2012 were analysed. No significant difference was found between exports measured in the weight volumes. However, a significant difference was observed in cost values (see Figure 9). The maximum difference in values is observed in 2010, with record sales of onions totaling $42.5 million; more than double the export cost value.

---

A second example of the impact of small scale farming on exports can be seen in the case of dried fruit, a national specialty traditionally exported by Tajikistan to Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) markets of Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine. Exports of dried fruit to these three countries make up, on average, 96 percent of total exports in weight and 93 percent in cost volumes. In the last five years, Tajikistan typically exported between 65 and 75,000 tons of dried fruit annually. As in the case of onions, and for the same reasons, since 2010, dried fruit exports have seen a decrease in exports to Russia and a corresponding increase in exports to Kazakhstan. The customs value of the product has not changed significantly, varying from $22 to 24 million dollars (see Figure 10).

The mirror data from COMTRADE once again highlights a discrepancy between the data sets. The volume of dried fruit imports from Tajikistan to Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine peaked in 2009 at $92 million and declined to $31 million in 2012. The difference in dried fruit exports in cost volumes reach 400 percent in 2009, with a minimum of 30 percent registered again in 2012. The difference in the weight of the supply volume remained insignificant.

It should be noted that Russia and Ukraine imported Tajik dried fruit at a higher price ($1,000 to 1,200 per ton), while Kazakhstan imported dried fruit at a significantly lower price ($400 per ton). This is due to the rapid decrease of export volumes in monetary value in the last two years, while supplies in natural volumes remained the same (see Figure 11).

The examples of onion and dried fruit exports indicate that:

- Export volumes of agricultural products may be underestimated. Even accounting for the transportation costs of onions (an insignificant cost for dried fruit which is exported in smaller volumes), the cost difference does not increase proportionally;
- The role of micro-farm production in exports should be reanalysed, because the majority of fruit and vegetables in Tajikistan are produced through small-scale, family-based production; and
- Rural households have demonstrated high potential in producing agricultural products (fruits and vegetables) in commercial volumes for export.

### 2.3.2. Retail Trade and Consumer Services

The retail trade sector is one of the main drivers of Tajikistan’s economy, experiencing impressive growth in the past decade. A significant part of this growth was generated by the private sector; its share of retail and commercial trade turnover was 97.6 percent in 2012.\(^\text{24}\)

| Table 1. Main Sources of Retail Trade in Tajikistan, 2006 -2012 |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|                                 | 2006   | 2007   | 2008   | 2009   | 2010   | 2011   | 2012   |
| Retail Shops                    | 10,328 | 10,571 | 10,959 | 11,905 | 12,080 | 11,528 | 12,119 |
| Catering Enterprises            | 2,840  | 3,140  | 2,900  | 2,883  | 2,641  | 2,686  | 2,677  |
| Petroleum Stations / Shops      | 706    | 761    | 789    | 862    | 1,026  | 1,013  | 1,079  |
| Retail Markets                  | 268    | 269    | 280    | 299    | 312    | 306    | 308    |
| Livestock Markets               | 54     | 54     | 54     | 54     | 99     | 110    | 107    |

*Source: SART, Basic Indicators of the Trade and Services Sector of the Republic of Tajikistan (SART, 2013)*

The number of retail trade enterprises in Tajikistan is consistently growing, as are overall trade volumes (see Table 1 and Figure 12). Retail markets provide jobs for more than 70,000 traders in the country.\(^\text{25}\) The trade sector provides jobs for an estimated 8.9 percent of the total number of employed workers in the country (or 164,800 people in 2009).\(^\text{26}\)

---

\(^{24}\) SART, *Basic Indicators of the Trade and Services Sector of the Republic of Tajikistan*, (Dushanbe: SART, 2013). In Russian/Tajik.

\(^{25}\) Ibid.

The distribution of traded goods varies from region to region. In Sughd Province, trade through markets makes up the majority of trade (77 percent). Livestock markets make up eight percent of sales; petroleum, five percent; and automobiles, one percent. Other goods make up 10 percent (see Figure 13). Trade activities in Khatlon Province are less concentrated in one channel of trade. However, with 60 percent of all automobiles sold there, the province has higher sales of automobiles than other provinces. Dushanbe, as expected, does not have significant trade through livestock markets, but has higher volume of sales through other markets. The Region of Republican Subordination stands out as a leader in trade of petroleum products; with 40 percent of the country’s petroleum traded there due to its proximity to Dushanbe. While essentially rural, Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Province does not have significant turnover in livestock trade; just 0.1 percent, since most livestock in the province is either raised for subsistence or bartered.

The paid services sector demonstrated higher growth rates than trade between 2006 and 2012 (Figure 14). Volume of services grew by 112 percent in that period. The share of state
companies in paid services increased from 18 percent in 2006 to 31 percent in 2012.\textsuperscript{27} However, in paid services to the population, which make up approximately 40 percent of all paid services, the private sector dominates, at 94 percent. Most demand is concentrated in the largest market for paid services, Dushanbe (43 percent). The second largest services market is Sughd Province (29 percent). Other regions make up the balance (28 percent). The impact of the agglomeration of the urban infrastructure is evident in sub-sectors of the service sector. Trade and paid services are more significant in Sughd Province, primarily because of the number of small and medium-sized towns in the province.

Figure 14. Dynamics of Paid Services in Tajikistan in Constant 2012 Prices, 2006-2012 (million USD)

\begin{figure}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure14.png}
\end{center}
\end{figure}

\textit{Source: SART, Basic Indicators of the Trade and Services Sector of the Republic of Tajikistan (SART, 2013)}

### 2.3.3. Transport

The transportation sector includes both freight and passenger transport. MSME share in transport is represented by private entrepreneurs working in the freight transportation of goods from Tajikistan to Russia and Kazakhstan in the north and to Afghanistan in the south. Another area of MSME activity is the transportation of passengers by entrepreneurs in small vehicles in cities and intra-republican transportation between provinces. The main means of transport in Tajikistan is by automobile, due to the landscape and recent problems related to rail transportation through Uzbek territory. There is no detailed information about the distribution of passenger transport services in private and public sectors by means of transport. However, there is official information about the distribution of freight services by different types of transport (see Figure 15).

Overall, freight turnover increased by 43 percent between 2007 and 2011. The role of the private sector in transportation is significant and saw increases of 68 percent in real turnover. The main source of growth in freight transportation is international transport, in which volumes have doubled. Public transportation includes railroad freight (73 percent in 2011), automobiles (26 percent) and air transportation (1 percent).\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{27} SART, Basic Indicators of the Trade and Services Sector of the Republic of Tajikistan (Dushanbe: SART, 2013). In Russian/Tajik.

\textsuperscript{28} SART, Statistical Yearbook of Transportation and Communication in the Republic of Tajikistan 2012 (Dushanbe: SART, 2012). In Russian/Tajik.
Passenger transportation is also represented by the turnover of services by different means of transport, measured in passenger-kilometres. As in the case of freight transportation, overall volume saw significant growth of 31 percent (see Figure 16). However, private sector volumes in passenger transportation began to decrease in 2011 and have been stagnating. This stagnation is alarming. High levels of state involvement prevents the growth of private capital in a number of sectors where private MSMEs could more effectively and efficiently operate.
3. Survey of the MSME Sector

A field survey was conducted of representatives of small businesses across Tajikistan from June to July 2014. Three growth sectors of the economy linked to MSME development were investigated - agriculture, trade and services and transportation (passenger and freight). This chapter describes the methodology and content of the field study. Sampling methodology is provided in section 3.1 and section 3.2 describes the content of the questionnaire.

3.1. Sampling Methodology

Of the three selected sectors, small-scale agriculture is primarily a rural business, and trade and services and transportation are urban enterprises. Therefore two different approaches were developed to select our sample, which included representation from both rural and urban areas. Each area presented its own challenges. The scope of rural small businesses is difficult to define, because any of the 810,000 rural households in Tajikistan could qualify as study subjects. In urban areas, informality and lack of official documentation made it challenging to verify the validity of any list of businesses.

In examining MSMEs, a cluster or ‘geographical and sectoral agglomeration of firms,’ is a useful unit of analysis. In the survey design, clustering was used to select specific areas in each region to represent selected sectors. Two main categories of clusters were identified - urban and rural. A cluster was defined as a set of business entities with a specific structure (based on technology, production or service cycle and size), concentrated in a certain geographical territory.

3.1.1. Urban Areas

The largest cities in Tajikistan, namely the capital city and provincial centres, were naturally selected as urban locations of MSMEs in the trade and services and transportation sectors. Specifically, Dushanbe, Khujand, Kulyab and Khorog were selected. Each city was then divided into several sections based on administrative divisions or different geographic locations. For the trade and services sector, areas with an intense concentration of trade and services were identified. For passenger transportation, areas including main transportation routes were selected. For freight transport, areas with former or existing motor-transport depots located near main transport corridors in each city were selected.

Survey respondents were selected through the following process:

- For retail trade and services, an equal number of businesses were identified across each area of the city. In each cluster, supervisors selected an interval for interviewers, depending on the number of enterprises and the target number of respondents for each sub-sector. Each interviewer received a starting point for each cluster.

---

29 The Institute of Public Policy and Administration (IPPA) at the University of Central Asia contracted LLC “M-Vector Research” to administer the survey; all field work was administered by them under the supervision of IPPA.

Survey of the MSME Sector

- For passenger and freight transportation, target numbers of respondents were preliminarily defined for each cluster and sub-sector. The interval for selecting respondents was randomly defined, and a starting point was provided for each cluster.

The final sample of urban entrepreneurs is presented in Table 2, and Figure 17 presents the example of the distribution of respondents in Dushanbe.

**Table 2. Final Sample of Urban Respondents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Trade and Services</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Target Urban Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail Trade</td>
<td>Services</td>
<td>Passengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dushanbe</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulyab</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khujand</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khorog</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey Information

**Figure 17. Distribution of Urban Clustered Sample in Dushanbe**

Source: Map Data ©2012 Google, Sanborn

---

31 In Dushanbe a larger number of retail businesses were covered, because additional data was collected from Karvon market, the biggest retail market in Dushanbe with approximately 10,000 trading places. Twenty five additional respondents were covered in this cluster.

32 Yellow pins indicate the location of retail trade and service businesses; green and red pins indicate respondents in the passenger and freight transport sectors respectively.
3.1.2. Rural Areas

To select our sample of rural MSMEs, we first identified a key agricultural product in each province to help identify an area cluster:

- Region of Republican Subordination: Milk
- Khatlon Province: Onions
- Sughd Province: Dried fruit
- Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Province: Meat

Next, the district with the highest production of that product was selected in each province:

- Region of Republican Subordination: Hisar district
- Khatlon Province: Bokhtar district
- Sughd Province: Isfara district
- Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Province: Shughnon district

Finally, four pairs of villages in each district were selected, based on their (different) distance from the district centre. A pair was randomly selected, from which a target village was then randomly selected for surveying:

- Hisar district: Hisar village
- Bokhtar district: Urtabuz village
- Isfara district: Kulkand village
- Shughnon district: Miyonshar village

### Table 3. Final Sample of Rural Households

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Target Rural Household Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region of Republican Subordination</td>
<td>Hisar</td>
<td>Hisar</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatlon</td>
<td>Bokhtar</td>
<td>Urtabuz</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sughd</td>
<td>Isfara</td>
<td>Kulkand</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Province</td>
<td>Shughnon</td>
<td>Miyonshar</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Survey Information*

In each village, since agricultural MSMEs are generally household-based, 25 households were selected as a target sample. In this way, 100 households were covered in the rural business clusters. To identify respondents for the household survey within each village, a snowball method was used. First, the territory of each village was divided into four sections (Miyonshar village was divided into three sections because of its particular topography). In each section, survey supervisors, with the help of village leaders, identified a first point of contact to interview; a person engaged in agricultural business in tradable volumes. The interviewed respondent, in turn, identified other agricultural entrepreneurs in their section of the village. The final sample of rural entrepreneurs is presented in Table 3, and Figure 18 presents the example of the distribution of respondents in Kulkand village.
Our sample was not fully representative due to lack of access to a definite population of entrepreneurs. However, these multi-stage random selection procedures to identify and survey both urban and rural entrepreneurs provided cluster-based representative samples for each sector.

### 3.2. Questionnaires

The survey methodology utilised two kinds of questionnaires – an urban individual entrepreneur questionnaire and a rural household questionnaire. Each questionnaire included sections on the characteristics and activities of businesses (see Table 4 for questionnaire sections). The two questionnaires were designed separately; the structure of the questions were standardised as much as possible, but took into account the different nature of business for urban entrepreneurs and farmers. The questionnaires were developed in Russian and translated into Tajik. Questionnaires were first piloted to ensure that the content and translation was adequate and the survey administrators were comfortable with them.

#### Table 4. Questionnaire Sections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small Business/Individual Entrepreneur Questionnaire</th>
<th>Household Questionnaire/Small Business Farm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. Section</td>
<td>No. Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Personal Information</td>
<td>I Household Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Information on Business</td>
<td>II Dwelling Conditions and Business Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Business Assets</td>
<td>III Land Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Investment and Innovations</td>
<td>IV Crop Harvest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Loans and Savings</td>
<td>V Crop Production Expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Use of Labour Force</td>
<td>VI Livestock Availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Information for Business</td>
<td>VII Livestock Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII Market Information</td>
<td>VIII Livestock Production Expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX Barriers to Growth for Business</td>
<td>IX Loans and Savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Taxes</td>
<td>X Use of Labour Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI Information for Business and Investments</td>
<td>XI Information for Business and Investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII Market Information</td>
<td>XII Market Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII Barriers to Growth for Business</td>
<td>XIII Barriers to Growth for Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Survey Questionnaires*
4. Entrepreneur Profile and Factors Impacting MSME Growth

This chapter provides an overview of the surveyed sample of MSME sectors across Tajikistan. Section 4.1. describes the profile of sampled entrepreneurs, with a focus on the personal characteristics of urban and rural micro-entrepreneurs. The remaining sections describe the main determinants of business growth, namely, capital, labour, information and decision-making. Barriers to MSME growth are also discussed.

4.1. The Profile of Entrepreneurs in Tajikistan

4.1.1. Urban Entrepreneurs

Two hundred and twenty five entrepreneurs working in retail trade and services and passenger and freight transportation in four cities were surveyed. The majority of respondents are individual business owners (80 percent), primary owners and co-owners (14 percent). Of the balance, a few work in family businesses (3 percent) and as hired managers (3 percent).

Most entrepreneurs (82 percent) fall into the most productive age group of 20 to 50. A small proportion is younger than 20 years old (4 percent) and the balance (14 percent) are between 50 and 70. Forty four percent of respondents have worked in their current business for between one and five years and ten percent joined their current business within the last year. Just over a quarter have worked in their current business for between five and ten years (27 percent), and almost a fifth for over ten years (19 percent) (See Figure 19).

While 70 percent of surveyed urban respondents are male, and only one woman is the owner of a business in the transportation sector, over half the entrepreneurs in retail trade and services are women (53 percent). With regard to marital and family status, 74 percent of sur-
Surveyed urban entrepreneurs are married. The majority have children (76 percent) and some have grandchildren (7 percent).

Most surveyed urban entrepreneurs are educated. A third graduated with a diploma of higher education (34 percent). Up to 8 percent attended, but did not finish, university. Over a fifth finished specialised secondary education (22 percent) and 28 percent graduated from secondary school. Only 8 percent have a basic secondary education (9 years of school) and one person has a post-graduate degree. Of those who attended colleges and universities, the most popular specialisations were technical sciences (19 percent), economics and business (15 percent) and teaching and education (11 percent).

When asked about what motivates them to work in their business, 40 percent of respondents mentioned profit and close to a third stated that it was the only way to earn an income (29 percent). Other motivations include realising personal potential (13 percent), working for societal welfare (11 percent) and continuing family business traditions (7 percent).

Almost half of the business entities surveyed work by patent system (48 percent). Of the remaining half, 14 percent work with certificates, 3 percent work under a license and 6 are limited liability companies. As many as 29 percent of respondents have not officially registered their enterprise (see Figure 20).

The majority of respondents underestimated business turnover, perhaps due to apprehension of tax liabilities. As many as ninety percent of urban entrepreneurs indicated a turnover of less than $10,000 a year; eight percent reported a turnover of between $10,000 and 20,000. The balance of two percent indicated an annual turnover more than $20,000.

Short term expectations of turnover in the current year vary. As many as 38 percent of respondents anticipate lower turnover than they had in 2013. However, 32 percent are optimistic about turnover in 2014, and one quarter expects the same level. Some respondents (5 percent) are still unclear in their expectations.

Long-term expectations are more clearly optimistic, with 42 percent of respondents anticipating growth, expansion or diversification of their business. About a quarter do not anticipate any financial changes (23 percent) and only 12 percent expect a worsening of their situation. A fifth found the question difficult to respond to (22 percent).
4.1.2. Rural Entrepreneurs

Farmers were surveyed from 100 rural households across the country. Of these, 10 percent are individual entrepreneurs, 45 percent are dekhan farmers and the balance are rural households without registration (45 percent). The head of household was defined as an entrepreneur. The majority of household heads are men (89 percent), with an average age of 55 years old. The balance of female household heads (11 percent) had a higher average age of 63.

The age profile of rural entrepreneurs differs from that of the urban sample. One third of respondents are older than 61 years of age (32 percent). Over half the farmers surveyed are aged 41 to 60 years old (55 percent), and only 13 percent are under the age of 40 (see Figure 21).

Most surveyed farmers are married (83 percent). Of the balance, seven percent live with a partner in an unregistered relationship, nine percent are widowed (mostly women), and only one person reported not being married or in a relationship.

4.2. Capital

Capital assets for business operations are crucial for MSME growth.

4.2.1. Key Urban Capital Assets

For urban entrepreneurs, key assets include work space (including spaces to service clients, warehouses, garages and parking areas); vehicles and equipment; and savings and credit.

Spaces to service clients include any type of room or building where client trade and services needs are met. In our urban sample, 55 percent of entrepreneurs, most in trade and services (97 percent), have access to such spaces. Most rent spaces (78 percent), the rest own premises (17 percent) or obtained their facility during the privatisation process (3 percent) or as a legacy. Almost half the spaces to service clients have been used for less
than three years (47 percent), and a third have been used for more than five (31 percent). The average size of business spaces is 25 square metres. Nine percent of respondents use warehouses, with an average size of 27 square metres, the majority of which are rented, owned or obtained during privatisation (71 percent). Garages (accessed by just five percent of respondents) and parking places (accessed by six percent) are primarily used by entrepreneurs in the transportation sector.

Vehicles are another important asset of small businesses, particularly in the transportation sector; most reported vehicles belong to respondents from that sector (90 percent). Among respondents, 31 percent own their car (69 respondents). Of these, 59 percent work in the transportation sector. Most passenger automobiles were purchased (eighty seven percent), with two thirds purchased in the last three years. About a quarter of respondents reported having trucks (twenty three percent), and nine percent own a minibus.

Equipment for trading purposes includes information and communication technology, refrigerators, shop-windows and counters, and is used by 17 percent of urban respondents. Most work in trade and services (98 percent), and of these, the majority work in trade (63 percent). Almost all respondents have mobile phones, which they use for work (90 percent), and a fifth (20 percent) own personal computers and laptops.

Savings and credit are forms of capital assets for small urban businesses, with 41 percent of respondents reporting their use. Most savings are under $10,000. The most popular form of savings is cash held by the owner (75 percent). Depositing savings in banks is not popular (14 percent). Another form of capital is lending money to a people; as many as 40 percent of urban entrepreneurs report engaging in money lending, in amounts similar to the size of savings.

Reliance on credit is widespread among small businesses in urban areas. Almost half the respondents (45 percent) reported using crediting from various and multiple sources. Ten percent have two lines of credit, six percent have three and three percent have four lines of credit. The average credit amount is $6,400, with a high average interest rate of 29 percent. Most lines of credit were obtained in the last two years (see Figure 22).
For most of credit (55 percent), collateral involves conditions attached to mortgages. It also includes homes (57 percent), land (13 percent), vehicles (10 percent), other personal belongings (8 percent) and jewelry (6 percent).

4.2.2. Key Rural Capital Assets

For rural entrepreneurs, key business assets include homes, land, livestock, machinery and savings and credit.

Most rural respondents live in houses (82 percent) and the balance lives in apartments. Most homes have been owned for an average of 27 years. Almost half the respondents inherited (45 percent) and the other half built their house (44 percent). Very few respondents received (7 percent) or privatised (4 percent) houses. Less than half the houses owned by respondents are connected to clean water (45 percent) and almost all are heated by stoves (97 percent).

Among sampled households, agricultural land was identified as a key asset. The majority use land on an individual household basis (68 percent). The balance use land on a collective basis or rent land. The average size of plots is 1.92 hectares, but there are significant deviations. Almost all respondents use irrigated arable lands (93 percent) and 76 percent of them have official permission to use the land. As many as 77 percent of farmers pay to use the land. Only 55 percent of all rural respondents want to increase the amount of land they have. Most prefer using land on a household basis (79 percent), 11 percent prefer renting and 10 percent prefer collective ownership. 71 percent of responding farmers are satisfied by the quality of their land. Farming requires irrigation; 75 percent of irrigation is done through canals and 17 percent is through water pumping systems.

Livestock is also an important resource in rural areas. The most common animals are cows, with 89 percent of households reporting ownership. On average, each household has 2.2 cows. Other livestock is less common; 36 percent of farmers own sheep, with an average of 12 sheep per household and other livestock are not owned in significant numbers.

Rural farmers do not generally own agricultural machinery. Over half have access to a tractor (59 percent), but most rent them (52 percent). Only seven percent of farmers privately own tractors and six percent have a micro-tractor. With regard to other equipment, 10 percent report access to rented mowers, 22 percent to rented harvesters and 15 percent to rented and owned ploughs.

Cash savings are another resource used by rural farmers (72 percent). As with urban entrepreneurs, banking savings is not popular (only 6 percent). The amounts of cash savings and savings deposited in banks are similar, with average amounts of $400 and $450 respectively.
Credit is a less accessible resource in rural areas than in urban areas. About a quarter of rural respondents reported having credit obligations (24 percent). Of these, nine percent reported having two lines of credit, six percent had three credits and three percent had four.

The main source of credit for rural farmers is microfinance organisations (see Figure 23). The average credit line is lower than that of urban businesses at $2,400.

Notably, interest rates are higher in rural areas, at 30.6 percent. The majority of reported credit lines were obtained in 2013 and 2014 (55 percent). In contrast to urban respondents, only 19 percent of rural respondents reported that their collateral involves conditions attached to mortgages.

4.3. Labour

4.3.1. Labour Trends in Urban MSMEs

The majority of urban entrepreneurs in trade and services and transportation are self-employed and do not hire labour and family members (71 percent). About a fifth engages family members in their business, with an average of two family members in each business (22 percent). Just 14 percent hire labour, with an average of three employees. Only 6 percent hire both family members and hired labour simultaneously.

Almost all self-employed urban entrepreneurs want to work more (94 percent). Their declared income is low at approximately $470 a month, and 61 percent are the main breadwinner in their family. To augment income from their business, over a quarter report working at night (28 percent). For almost half of them (47 percent), their educational background is not related to their line of business, for 28 percent, it is directly related and for 21 percent, it is somewhat related.

Hired labour is primarily used in trade and services, in customer service and small temporary assignments (see Figure 24). Most hiring is done through oral agreements (70 percent). Payment is made on a per assignment basis (48 percent), by time worked (33 percent) or in
a lump sum (19 percent).\textsuperscript{33} Notably, 45 percent of salaries are paid monthly and 42 percent are paid daily, indicated two main types of work; consistent work for a regular monthly salary and occasional one day assignments with immediate payment.

Hired workers are found through personal recommendations (41 percent), tapped from previous work experience (28 percent) and through advertising (22 percent). Salary is determined by speed and quality of work. Over a quarter of entrepreneurs agreed on salary with the worker on an individual basis (29 percent).
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\textbf{Figure 24. Use of Hired Labour in Urban MSMEs}

Source: Survey Data

A quarter pays the average salary in the sector (26 percent). In some cases, relatives (5 percent) and permanent workers (3 percent) receive higher pay. Over a third of respondents prefer hiring experienced workers, regardless of age (34 percent). A quarter prefers younger workers of up to 30 years of age (25 percent). Women were preferred by 21 percent, over men, who were preferred by just 13 percent. This might be explained by the high prevalence of women in trade and services, a main employer in our urban MSME sample.

In half the cases, entrepreneurs did not train their workers because training was not necessary for job performance (49 percent). In other cases, they lacked the time or the skills to train their employees (14 percent each). If entrepreneurs did train workers, they focused on customer service (34 percent), working with equipment (26 percent) and safety (21 percent).

Family members engaged in business play a different role than hired labour since they engender a higher level of confidence and trust (see Figure 25). Most, but not all, receive pay for their work (71 percent). Working in a family business is considered part of family work. Most respondents trust immediate family members more than other relatives (94 percent). However, other relatives are hired because they are thought to work better (38 percent) and be more reliable (26 percent) than other hired labour. They are also hired due to a sense of obligation by the entrepreneurs to provide financial support (31 percent).

\textsuperscript{33} Salaries were classified into three categories: payment for a particular assignment (e.g. loading and unloading goods); payment by time worked by employee (e.g. selling produce in a shop); and a lump sum base salary paid for a certain phase of work (e.g. for each stage of home repair, such as cleaning and painting ).
There is usually no written contract between relatives; only 19 percent of entrepreneurs reported having contracts with family members. Most family members receive a salary (53 percent), some are paid by time worked (18 percent) and the rest receive a lump sum (28 percent). The majority of entrepreneurs provide monthly salaries to family members (71 percent), which vary based on average salary in the sector (45 percent of cases), speed and quality of work (26 percent) and individual agreements (22 percent).

As with unrelated workers, experienced family members are preferred regardless of age (43 percent). However, young men are preferred over women by 29 percent of entrepreneurs compared to 8 percent, and young workers up to the age of 30 are preferred to experienced workers over 50 (13 percent and 8 percent respectively). Almost half the urban entrepreneurs reported training relatives to work in their business (47 percent). The remaining half did not because training was not necessary for them to successfully do the job (59 percent). A quarter of respondents who engaged relatives (24 percent) reported that there is inside information they do not want to share with other people. In 39 percent of these cases, entrepreneurs share this information with both immediate family members and other relatives, and just 10 percent only share this information with immediate family members.

In conclusion, urban entrepreneurs use a combination of hired labour and family members, both immediate and extended, as needed and prefer working with relatives than with hired labour. Relatives and hired labour usually play different roles and have different work and payment agreements. Training on the job is not widespread; just half the respondents who used hired labour and relatives invest time and other resources in training.

4.3.2. Labour Trends on Rural Farms

Rural enterprises require higher investments of labour than urban enterprises, due to labour-intensive tasks and low access by farmers in Tajikistan to agricultural machinery. The surveyed farmers have an average of 16 years experience in farming. In 73 percent of cases, farming is the main source of income for the family. Almost all farmers are ready to work more (90 percent) and 30 percent continue working at night. One third of respondents report that farming is potentially harmful to their health due to dangerous equipment, heavy loads and chemical substances (32 percent). For the majority of farmers, their educational background does not relate to their work (65 percent); educational background only relates directly to farming for 12 percent of respondents.
Rural agriculture is more labour intensive than urban enterprises and requires the involvement of more hired labour and family members; 80 percent of all farmers reported engaging both hired labour and family members. As many as forty percent of surveyed households reported using hired workers, with an average of eight per household. Almost all households reported engaging family members in farming (96 percent), with an average of four people per household.

Hired labourers primarily do hard, unskilled manual labour (55 percent) and hard skilled manual labour (22.5 percent) and operate agricultural machinery (22.5 percent). Labour is hired based on recommendations of friends, neighbours and relatives (43 percent), previous work experience (28 percent) and on the local market (25 percent). Almost all labour is hired with oral agreements, not written contracts.

Payment per assignment is the most popular form of payment (60 percent), wage for time worked is used in 32.5 percent of cases, and a lump sum is provided by 7.5 percent of farmers. Daily payments are typical for agricultural work (80 percent). Salary is determined based on individual agreements and speed and quality of work (32 percent each), and average salaries in the sector (20 percent). Regular workers receive higher salaries (12 percent).

When hiring, respondents prefer young workers up to 30 years of age (37 percent), experienced workers regardless of age (32 percent), and men (15 percent) more than women (10 percent). More than half the farmers declared that hiring workers is not a problem (58 percent). However, 24 percent report hiring problems at the peak of the agricultural season and 11 percent report having critical difficulties finding good workers. A small proportion reported increasing salaries when faced with labour shortages.

Just 38 percent of farmers surveyed train their workers. In most cases, training is unnecessary for the workers to do their job (62 percent). Those that do provide training focus on skills to optimise work (53 percent), safety (29 percent) and land protection (18 percent).

Immediate family members and other relatives are usually trusted more and assigned tasks requiring special skills and experience and accountability (see Figure 26). The most important reasons for hiring relatives are their better performance compared to hired workers (51 percent), being able to assign them more responsibility (24 percent) and the obligation to financially support extended family members (21 percent).

**Figure 26. The Role of Family Members in Rural MSMEs**

- Work requires special skills and experience: 43%
- Work requiring accountability for results: 40%
- Supervise employees: 6%
- Protection of property and goods: 11%

*Source: Survey Data*
Immediate family members typically do not receive direct payment for work (81 percent). Work agreements are usually made orally. For relatives being compensated, payment per assignment is most preferable (40 percent), time-based wages are used by 26 percent of responses, and a lump sum is made by 34 percent. Daily salaries are paid in 36 percent of cases, monthly salaries in 30 percent and weekly salaries in 5 percent of cases. Salary is determined by speed and quality of work (46 percent), with relatives receiving higher rates than other hired labourers (22 percent). In some cases, relatives who are regular workers receive higher rates (16 percent) than other hired labour. Some salaries for relatives are based on individual agreements (16 percent).

Rural entrepreneurs prefer engaging family members who are young, up to 30 years of age (32 percent), experienced workers regardless of age (27 percent), experienced workers up to 50 years of age (11 percent), men (19 percent) and women (10 percent).

Only 17 percent of farmers provide on-the-job training to their relatives. In most cases, training is not required (85 percent). If training does occur, farmers focus on how to optimise work (35 percent), animal protection (25 percent), work safety (20 percent) and land protection (20 percent).

Rural enterprises rely on more labour than urban enterprises. Like urban entrepreneurs, farmers assign different roles to hired labour and family members, with family entrusted with tasks requiring special skills and more responsibility. Training is not popular as farmers assume that workers are skilled enough to do most agricultural work.

4.4. Information and Decision Making

4.4.1. Urban Sources of Information

For urban entrepreneurs, the following channels of information are most important: close contacts such as neighbours, colleagues and friends (31 percent), family members (25 percent), television (13 percent), the Internet (11 percent), radio (6 percent) and newspapers (6 percent).

![Figure 27. Important Information for Urban MSMEs](image-url)
The majority of urban entrepreneurs need information on prices, markets and innovations in business (63 percent). They also find other information on competitors, credit and public policy useful (see Figure 27).

Urban entrepreneurs rely on trusted sources of information: close contacts and family members (36 percent), experienced businessmen (28 percent) and business partners (20 percent). Media channels are used, but are trusted less.

In making business decisions, urban entrepreneurs rely on past business experience (32 percent), and the opinions of family members (21 percent), close contacts (15 percent) and business partners (12 percent).

4.4.2. Rural Sources of Information

For rural farmers, the following sources of information are important: close contacts (30 percent), family members (24 percent), television (20 percent) and local non-governmental or community organisations (10 percent).

Farmers need information related to storing and selling their products, specifically on prices and marketing (60 percent). Information related to improving production, including supplies and innovations, is also considered useful (see Figure 28).

When gathering information, farmers trust more experienced farmers in the community (33 percent), the head of the Jamoat\(^{34}\) (18 percent), active community members (18 percent), suppliers of agricultural inputs such as seeds, fertilisers and fuel (16 percent) and businessmen and contractors purchasing agricultural products (12 percent).

As with urban entrepreneurs, when making business decisions, rural farmers rely primarily on past experience (33 percent) and the opinions of family members (26 percent) and close contacts (25 percent).

\(^{34}\) *Jamoat* is the lowest administrative division, similar to municipalities. It typically includes two or three villages.
4.5. Barriers to Growth

The surveyed entrepreneurs were asked to select three most important barriers to the growth of their MSMEs. Urban entrepreneurs identified the following:

- Market competition (32 percent),
- Low demand for goods and services (21 percent), and
- High taxes (19 percent).

Rural entrepreneurs described the following obstacles:

- Problems with irrigation (25 percent),
- Access to markets (23 percent),
- State interventions (17 percent), and
- High taxes (10 percent).

Entrepreneurs were also asked about their perceptions of the broader institutional environment, including the economic environment, rule of law, trust of state bodies and the court system, and access to finance. For each question, respondents answered on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (fully agree) (see Figure 29).

The majority of respondents positively assessed the following components of the institutional environment for small businesses:

- Economic opportunities (45 percent)\(^{35}\),
- State influence on the business (57 percent),
- Sufficient level of access to credit (50 percent), and
- Trust of the court system (52 percent).

Notably, only 12 percent positively assessed corruption levels. Most of the remaining responses are located in the middle of the scale ('probably agree') and are more neutral in character.

Urban entrepreneurs were also interviewed about taxes. The majority deal with the tax system independently (72 percent). However, only about a third (32 percent) stated they understand the tax system well and one third also expressed difficulties understanding the tax administration. The majority of respondents (54 to 58 percent) noted that there have been no significant changes or improvements when assessing the tax rate, tax base and tax period. Entrepreneurs spend a lot of their time in contact with tax authorities; about half spend up to one week per year (48 percent), while a quarter spend up to one month and the rest, even more time. In general, half the respondents do not have problems with tax authorities (54 percent), while about a third is in constant or temporary conflict with tax authorities (30 percent).

---

\(^{35}\) ‘Tend to agree’ and ‘fully agree’ were counted as positive responses.
5. Factors Shaping Investment Performance of MSMEs

Small businesses often lack of resources. Investments in business development are an important driver of business viability and growth. One third of urban respondents reported investing in business development (33 percent). The majority of investments were under $10,000 (89 percent), and most were likely to be well below that amount. The majority of entrepreneurs are generally pleased with the results of their investment; 37 percent report a successful decision, another 43 percent think the investment at least recovered investment costs, even if it did not make a profit. Only 5 percent of respondents indicated that their investment was not successful. The balance was not yet ready to assess their investment.
Entrepreneurs report investing in business development based on advice from close contacts, family and business partners (35 percent); the experience of more successful competitors (25 percent); and their own motivation to increase profits (19 percent). Investments were made based on past experience (45 percent), the entrepreneur’s opinion (31 percent) or information based on competitors’ experience (12 percent).

Most investments in urban businesses are made to improve equipment and machinery (see Figure 30). In these cases, equipment was purchased directly on the local market (71 percent) or ordered from a specialised supplier on domestic market (14 percent).

The most significant reasons entrepreneurs gave for not investing in business development include insufficient financial resources (40 percent) and doubts about sufficient profitability (29 percent). They also mention lack of knowledge (8 percent) and capital (4 percent). Entrepreneurs also identified the following external and institutional factors which hamper investments:

- It is difficult to expand due to the lack of market space to conduct business (36 percent);
- Business expansion will lead to increased taxes (34 percent); and
- Business growth may lead to increased attention from state bodies (14 percent).

Most respondents agree that investments in technologies and marketing are necessary (71 and 77 percent respectively). However, if entrepreneurs had sufficient finances, their preferred investments would be in new equipment and machinery (29 percent), ways to increase turnover (22 percent) and expanding to new markets (14 percent).

To further explore the variables impacting investment decisions by urban entrepreneurs, we created and analysed a simple multinomial logit model for analysis of investment decisions based on categories of collected data.

Two questions to entrepreneurs were selected as dependent variables:
- “Do you invest in your business?” (Model 1), and
- “Was your investment paid off?” (Model 2).

Each statement was represented by the set of ordered responses:
Model 1: Yes (1) and No (0),
Model 2 (an original set of answers was readjusted for the purposes of our analysis):
- 0 – No, investment were lost
- 1 – Investment was basically recovered, without a large profit.
- 2 - Yes, the investment yielded a profit.

The following explanatory variables were selected:
- Presence of credit (1 – no credit for business, or 2 – credit secured for business purposes),
- Period of the current business existence (0.5 - less than 1 year , 2 – over 1 to 3 years , 4 - over 3 to 5 years , 7.5 – over 5 to 10 years , 11 – more than 10 years),
- Presence of savings (0 – no savings and 1 – savings).

The model specification is described as follows:

\[
\Pr(y_i = j) = \frac{\exp(\beta_{0j} + \beta_{1j}x_{1j} + \beta_{2j}x_{2j} + \beta_{3j}x_{3j})}{\sum_{k=1}^{3} \exp(\beta_{0k} + \beta_{1k}x_{1k} + \beta_{2k}x_{2k} + \beta_{3k}x_{3k})} = P_{ij} \quad (1)
\]

In which:
- \( j = 1, 2, 3, 4 \) – categories which \( y \) can take,
- \( k = \) number of explanatory variables, and
- \( x_1 \) – presence of credit
- \( x_2 \) – working in current business
- \( x_3 \) – availability of savings

The results are presented in Table 5. In the first model, variables that affect investment decisions were identified. In the second, variables impacting the success of investments were assessed. A different picture emerged with regard to the factors that impact investing by entrepreneurs and those that impact the success of investments.

Two variables were negatively related to the decision to invest in business development: availability of credit and time spent working in current business. Those who operate businesses on credit are risk takers, and investing in business is also a risky exercise. Entrepreneurs seem to simply avoid having double level of business risk.

### Table 5. Multinomial Logit Model Estimates of Investment Determinants of Urban Entrepreneurs in Tajikistan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Model 1: Investment in Business</th>
<th>Model 2: Successful Investments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Observations</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.18 0.07</td>
<td>-0.57 0.29 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period of the current business exist</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.02 0.07</td>
<td>0.04 0.04 0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.18 0.00</td>
<td>0.55 0.29 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Estimations Results from Survey Data

Note: Cells with orange outline indicate a variable affecting the high probability of investing and success to invest, while blue outline indicate variables affecting low probability of the explanatory variable.
A negative influence on the decision to invest was also related to the length of time spent in the business. The longer an entrepreneur is in a current business, the less likely they are to invest in business development. The evidence suggests that investments are typically made for the initial development of the business and decrease over time after reaching certain levels of turnover and profitability. It should be noted that most respondents are operating as individuals rather than as legal entities.

It also follows from the equation that entrepreneurs who have savings have higher probability to invest in their businesses. One possible explanation of this fact is that availability of savings make the entrepreneurs more comfortable with investment risks as there are resources to cover potential losses associated with investments.

The same set of variables was applied to Model 2, to assess their impact on the success of investments. Accessing credit appeared to be negatively associated with the success of investments, while savings increase the probability of investment success. Thus, entrepreneurs with savings seem to be both motivated and effective investors.

6. Conclusions and Policy Implications

This paper builds on research findings that highlight the link between MSMEs and economic growth in Tajikistan. Economic growth is directly linked to the growth of MSMEs in three important sectors of the economy – trade and services, transportation and agriculture. Recent reforms, including support for a simplified tax administration through patent and certificate systems, have contributed to the rapid growth of micro-businesses in Tajikistan in the last decade. Increased awareness of the underestimated role of MSMEs in the production of agricultural exports may contribute to the revitalisation of agricultural growth within the context of limited natural and financial resources. The accession of Tajikistan to the World Trade Organisation in 2013 and the continued liberalisation of trade will also support this process.

To increase understanding of the MSME sector, those working in it and what can help drive its growth, this paper described the results of a survey of randomly selected, cluster-based enterprises in the three key economic sectors in both urban and rural areas across Tajikistan. The dataset provides detailed information on the personal characteristics of entrepreneurs, as well as specific factors influencing the growth of MSMEs, including labour, capital, information and barriers to growth. The findings can help guide policy and programmes that impact the sector and the broader environment in which it functions.

The profile of urban micro-entrepreneurs is different from that of rural entrepreneurs or farmers. Urban entrepreneurs are more likely function as individual agents with high mobility rather than as formal enterprises. A limited number are focused on the creation of jobs. Urban entrepreneurs are motivated to engage in their business due to limited employment options in cities, making entrepreneurship an important form of (self-) employment. Women’s participation in MSMEs is high in the urban trade and services sector, and almost non-existent in transportation.
Rural farmers present another business model; family-based and oriented towards agricultural activity. With household head identified as the entrepreneur in the survey, farmers are older than urban entrepreneurs. In addition to their own livelihood, farmers provide a wide range of employment opportunities in rural areas to both family members and others.

Capital assets are an important indicator of MSME growth for both urban entrepreneurs and rural farmers. The means of production in each sector are different. Key assets for urban entrepreneurs are work space (shops and service areas) and vehicles. Farmers depend on land and livestock. Lack of access to agricultural machinery is a reality of small-scale farming in Tajikistan, making labour a critical asset.

Labour is handled differently in urban and rural businesses. In urban MSMEs, entrepreneurs basically work independently and when they need labour, they involve family and sometimes hire employees. Usually, staff is hired for servicing clients and short-term assignments. Rural labour is mainly hired seasonally for hard manual work, to compensate for lack of machinery. In this way, farmers create a constant market for unemployed young workers. This employment creation role is likely to increase due to economic realities and demographic trends. Immediate and extended family members are usually engaged in urban MSMEs to protect property and control staff. In rural areas, they are similarly assigned roles overseeing business operations and staff. Networking among relatives in agricultural production is an important feature of farming.

Access to credit is an important resource to help MSMEs overcome their lack of financial capital. While interest rates are high in both urban and rural areas, there are some important differences between urban and rural credit markets. Levels of credit in cities and villages vary significantly and microfinance organisations play an important role in providing farmers with credit. For MSMEs in both urban and rural areas, there is a high perceived risk of defaulting on loans.

Information is important to guide successful decision-making in business. In both urban and rural areas, information on markets and prices is important. Entrepreneurs also need to be aware of innovations in business and production. Given this need, there is the potential to develop business and agribusiness media resources for entrepreneurs and public policy makers.

Urban entrepreneurs assessing the external environment identified high taxes among obstacles to MSME growth. Market competition and decreasing demand also impact successful business growth. The majority of entrepreneurs assess the business environment as sustainable and satisfactory. A minority report corruption and unofficial payments. There is a need to further simplify the tax administration and provide education on tax issues to urban businessmen.

Analysis of the determinants of making investments, as well as the success of investment decisions of urban entrepreneurs, provide insight into the necessity of developing education opportunities on business and financial planning for MSME owners. Key topics would be risk management, optimal resource allocation and financial discipline. Enhancing the ability to save is a crucial condition of developing a successful business, and would also engage the banking and financial sector.
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